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We review constraints from quark and lepton flavor violation on extra dimensional models
with warped geometry, both in the minimal and the custodial model. For both scenarios,
KK masses that are large enough to suppress constraints from electroweak precision
tests also sufficiently suppress all quark flavor and CP violation, with the exception of
CP violation in KK̄ mixing and (to a lesser extend) in DD̄ mixing. In the lepton sector
the minimal scenario leads to excessively large contributions to µ → eγ transitions,
requiring KK masses of at least 20 TeV or larger.

1. Introduction

Models of warped extra dimensions1 (WED) have become one of the major ideas in

addressing the naturalness problems of the Standard Model (SM), and have been

the subject of many phenomenological studies over the past years. As it is the case

with any new physics appearing at the low scale, there exists a potential flavor

problem. However, it was soon realized that localizing matter in the bulk of the

extra dimension2,3,4 not only opens the possibility to a natural explanation of the

SM fermion mass hierarchy, but also offers a very effective suppression of flavor

violating effects.

This brief review is meant as a summary of the status of flavor violation in

WED and the leading bounds coming from both quark and lepton transitions. In

this work we will not consider at all models with all fields residing on the IR brane.

Such models are in principle much more severely constrained, as quantum gravity

effects induce (incalculable) IR brane localized flavor violation at the TeV scale. The

paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2 we briefly recapitulate the flavor structure

generated by WED with matter in the bulk, and review the main constraints coming

from electroweak precision tests (EWPT). In section 3 we identify the potentially

dangerous flavor violating operators as they are generated at the scale of the Kaluza

Klein (KK) masses. Sec. 4 focuses on ∆F = 2 and ∆F = 1 transitions in the quark

sector, and in Sec. 5 we consider lepton flavor violation (LFV).

1
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2. Warped Theories of Flavor

Warped theories of flavor are based on the localization of fermion fields at different

points in the extra dimension.2,3,4 The model is defined by metric 1

ds2 =
1

(kz)2
(dx2µ + dz2) (1)

with ultraviolet (UV) and infrared (IR) branes located at z0 = k−1 and z1 = k̃−1

respectively. The quantity ǫ ≡ k̃/k is known as the warp factor and should be fixed

to ǫ ∼ 10−16 in order to account for the full Planck-TeV hierarchy. The masses of

the lightest gauge-KK resonances (including possible custodial partners) are given

by mKK ≈ 2.4 k̃. The fermion equation of motion determines their normalized zero

mode profiles ff (z)

Ψf (x, z) = ff(z)ψf (x) + KK excitations (2)

in terms of their bulk massa mf = ∓cf k as

ff (z) =
√

(1 − 2cf)k
(kz)2−cf

√

(kz1)1−2cf − 1
(3)

The profiles of the Higgs field zero mode is given by

fφ(z) =
√

2(a− 1)k
(kz)a

√

(kz1)2(a−1) − 1
a > 2 (4)

where the inequality ensures that the Higgs field is sufficiently IR localized and

thus the hierarchy problem is solved by the warping. The parameter a determines

the localization of the Higgs field, in particular a = 2 corresponds to gauge-Higgs

unification and a = ∞ to a brane Higgs. b Yukawa couplings are then computed

using wave function overlap integrals. In practice, the only relevant regime is when

a > cqL + cqR , in which case the Yukawas can be approximated as

Y q
ij ∼ Ŷ

q
ijǫqiLǫqjR

, ǫf =

√

1− 2cf
1− ǫ1−2cf

(5)

where Ŷ denote the 5d Yukawa couplings in units of the curvature k. Fermion

Yukawa hierarchies can then arise purely from O(1) numbers by localizing all but

the third generation quark doublet and the right handed (RH) top near the UV

brane, cf > 1
2 . Typical values obtained from the fit in Ref. 5 that reproduce the

known quark masses and mixings are given in Tab. 2.

We would like to point out two fine tuning issues with the choice of the c pa-

rameters, which are not always very much appreciated in the literature.

aWe take fields with left handed zero modes (f = qL, ℓL) to have bulk mass mf = −cf k and those
with right handed zero modes (f = uR, dR, eR) to have bulk mass mf = +cf k. In this convention,
all fields with cf > 1

2
are UV localized.

bIn case of an 5d bulk Higgs field, a can be related to its bulk mass as a = 2 +
√

4 +m2
φ
/k2.
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Table 1. Medians and 1σ confidence intervals of the c pa-
rameters corresponding to the different species of quarks and
chiralities, with a = 2.

cq1
L

= 0.66± 0.02 cq2
L

= 0.59± 0.02 cq3
L

= −0.11+0.45
−0.53

cuR
= 0.71 ± 0.02 ccR = 0.57± 0.02 ctR = 0.42+0.05

−0.17

cdR = 0.66± 0.03 csR = 0.65± 0.03 cbR = 0.64± 0.02

• All the UV localized fields (with cf >
1
2 ) need to have values cf rather close

to the critical value 1
2 . The reason for this is that the suppression factors

behave as ǫf ∼ ǫ
cf−

1

2 , i.e. they scale as powers of the Planck-TeV hierarchy

ǫ = k̃/k, which is rather large compared to the typical flavor hierarchies.

• The cdi
R
are quite degenerate. This lack of right handed hierarchy results

typically in large right handed down quark rotations, making flavor observ-

ables involving these fields particularly sensitive to the KK mass scale.c

The reason for the second point is that the hierarchy in the ǫqi
L

is completely

determined by the CKM matrix asd

ǫq1
L
: ǫq2

L
: ǫq3

L
∼ 1 : 5 : 125. (6)

Using this in the hierarchy for the eigenvalues of the up and down quark Yukawa

couplings, yd : ys : yb ∼ 1 : 20 : 800 and yu : yc : yt ∼ 1 : 560 : 75000, one finds

ǫd1

R
: ǫd2

R
: ǫd3

R
∼ 1 : 4 : 6.5 ǫu1

R
: ǫu2

R
: ǫu3

R
∼ 1 : 110 : 600 , (7)

which shows that the down quark hierarchy is almost completely saturated by the

left handed suppression factors, ǫqi
L
. In contrast, the up quark sector typically re-

quires also a large RH hierarchy.

The most common flavor changing effects result from the coupling to KK gauge

bosons (in particular, gluons). The wave functions of these modes rapidly approach

a constant in the UV. A flavor protection mechanism then arises naturally as

follows.6,7 The wave function overlap integral determines the interaction strength

between the fermion current and the vector resonance schematically as

L = g5d

(

c(n)

|log ǫ|
+ c′(n)ǫ

2
f

)

Jµ
f A

(n)
µ (8)

where c(n) and c′(n) are O(1) numbers. Hence, for near UV localized fermions the

flavor-nonuniversal second term is suppressed. When rotating the fermions to the

mass eigenbasis, only this second term contributes to flavor changing couplings,

while the first term remains flavor diagonal due to the unitarity of the rotations.

This way of suppressing flavor violation is sometimes referred to as the RS-GIM

mechanism. As we will see, although the RS-GIM mechanism greatly lowers the

cThe RS-GIM mechanism explained below implies that flavor violating couplings scale as ∆c ǫ|∆c|,
and hence they are maximal for ∆c = |log ǫ|−1 ≈ 0.027.
dA useful relation to remember is that all rotations roughly scale as V q

ij =
ǫ
qj

ǫ
qi

, for i < j .
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naive KK mass needed to suppress FCNCs, it is still around 10–20 TeV (depending

on the amount of fine-tuning accepted). Some authors therefore suggested addi-

tional flavor protection mechanisms, including symmetries,8,9,10,11,12,13 or modi-

fied geometries,14,15,5,16 which we will briefly comment on in the Sec. 4 and 5.

As is clear from this discussion, flavor violating couplings scale with the sup-

pression factors ǫf . Keeping the 4d Yukawas fixed, this means that one can achieve

additional flavor protection by increasing the 5d Yukawa couplings Ŷij . Typical scans

allow Ŷij < 3, but larger values have been considered and allow for a significant re-

duction in the bounds. Let us thus briefly comment on naive dimensional analysis

estimates for Yukawa couplings. Imposing one loop corrections to not exceed tree

level couplings, one would demand

Ŷ 2Λ̂−2dY < ℓd , (9)

where Λ̂ is the cutoff in units of the warped-down curvature k̃. For instance, in

order to be able to go up to 2 (3) KK gluon modes, one would impose Λ̂ = 5.5 (8.6).

The dimension dY of the 5d Yukawa coupling depends on the nature of the Higgs

(bulk or brane) and the location of the Yukawa coupling (for brane Higgs field

dY = −1, while for a bulk Higgs field dY = − 1
2 for a bulk coupling and dY = − 3

2

for a brane coupling). According to the location of the operator we need to apply

a loop factor ℓ5 = 24π3 for bulk operators and ℓ4 = 16π2 for brane operators.17

For a cutoff corresponding to 2 (3) KK modes, one then obtains Ŷ < 2.3 (1.5) for a

brane localized Higgs, while for a bulk Higgs one has Ŷbulk < 11.6 (9.3) and Ŷbrane <

1.0 (0.5) for bulk and brane Yukawas respectively. However, Ŷbulk also renormalizes

Ŷbrane, which leads to a stronger bound on Ŷbulk. Imposing the bulk corrections to

the brane coupling not to exceed the bound on Ŷbrane leads to Ŷ
3
bulk < 1.0 (0.5) ℓ4 or

Ŷbulk < 5.4 (2.7). e Related to these perturbativity bounds, it has also been pointed

out that loop corrections to some flavor observables can become important as the

latter are not suppressed but rather enhanced for larger Yukawa couplings.18

Before starting the flavor analysis let us also mention recent re-evaluations of

the electroweak precision observables. The bounds from S and T have become con-

siderably stronger, here we quote the values found in Ref. 19 from the latest fit to

EW data.20 For the non-custodial case one finds from the S and T parameters

mKK|a=∞ > 14.6 TeV , mKK|a=2 > 8.0 TeV . (10)

for brane and bulk Higgs respectively, while in the custodial case,

mKK|a=∞ > 7.6 TeV , mKK|a=2 > 6.6 TeV . (11)

In case of a bulk Higgs with a = 2, one could argue that there is therefore no longer

a strong motivation to introduce custodial symmetry, as the improvement in the

eOne might object that this 5d reasoning is not fully self-consistent when one only considers
very few KK modes, as 5d locality is not probed unless a sufficiently large number of KK modes is
included. However we stick to this naive approach here to get a rough estimate of our perturbativity
limits.
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bounds is only marginal. A further constraint arises from the Zbb coupling; in the

non-custodial case this requires roughly cbL > 0.4 (0.45) for Ŷ b = 1.0 (3.0), in order

to push the corresponding bound below ∼ 6 TeV.5 In the custodial case, there exists

the possibility to relax the bound by imposing a discrete left-right parity PLR.
21

Moreover, from recent fits22 one also finds that the coupling aV of the Higgs

to W and Z also severely constrains the KK scale. For instance, in the custodial

case19

mKK|a=∞ > 5.8 TeV mKK|a=2 > 3.4 TeV (12)

Finally, we point out that bounds from EWPT can be relaxed by reducing the

coupling of the Higgs to the electroweak KK modes, for instance by adding brane

localized kinetic terms23 or by modifying the geometry in the IR.24,25,26 Notice

that the S parameter scales linearly with this coupling, while the T parameter and

aV scale quadratically.

In the remainder of the paper we will review bounds from several flavor ob-

servables, both for the custodial and non-custodial RS model. As a general caveat

we stress that, contrary to bounds from electroweak precision data, which are in-

sensitive to many of the free parameters of the models, flavor observables depend

strongly on the O(1) 5d Yukawa couplings. Hence, typically, a scan over these pa-

rameters is appropriate, resulting in rather broad distributions of the allowed KK

scales.27,5 Where available, we quote percentiles of these distributions. To get an

order of magnitude estimate of the bounds, sometimes the expressions for the ob-

servables are estimated by an average 5d Yuakwa coupling Y∗. The advantage are

simple expressions for the bounds, but they do not allow to reveal other important

quantitative features of the distributions such as variances and correlations between

different observables.

3. Operator analysis of flavor violation in RS

In this section we classify flavor violating operators in the unbroken electroweak

basis. Short-distance contributions to flavor observables are conveniently accounted

for in an effective field theory (EFT) approach with higher dimensional operators.

As KK resonances are expected to be clearly separated from the electroweak (EW)

scale, it is also convenient to compute these operators in the unbroken EW basis,

assuming that the Higgs is a SM-like doublet. All relevant operators have dimension

six and are hence suppressed by two inverse powers of the KK scale. We will not

consider any operators of dimension larger than 6.

3.1. Four fermion operators

Four fermion operators can be generated via the exchange of all spin-1 resonances

such as KK gluons and electroweak KK modes. Moreover, in custodially protected

models there is also the exchange of resonances related to the extended EW gauge

group. They can contribute to both ∆F = 2 and ∆F = 1 processes. In models with
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a bulk Higgs boson they are also generated from KK Higgs exchange. We will refer

to these flavor violating operators as proper four fermion vertices (as opposed to

those that are generated from W and Z exchange after EW breaking).

3.2. Operators involving the Higgs

There are three types of operators that can be generated at the tree level. The first

class is given by

i(f̄ i
Lσ

aγµf j
L)(φ

†σa←→D µφ) , i(f̄ i
L,Rγ

µf j
L,R)(φ

†←→D µφ) (13)

These operators are generated from KK exchange of electroweak gauge bosons as

well as various fermionic KK resonances. After EW symmetry breaking they give

rise to flavor changing couplings of the Z and W bosons. Notice that the W boson

coupling, as a result of the integration of the KK fermions, is no longer given by a

unitary matrix. We will refer to these corrections as EW vertex corrections. They

are typically not important for ∆F = 2 processes, as their contributions to the

latter have an additional m2
KK suppression with respect to the proper four-quark

interactions described in Sec. 3.1. On the other hand, for ∆F = 1 processes, the

electroweak vertex corrections induce four fermion vertices (below the EW scale)

which are enhanced by a factor of log ǫ−1 ≈ 37 compared to the proper four fermion

operators. The reason is that the flavor preserving femionic coupling to KK modes

in the former is volume suppressed compared to the Higgs coupling with the KK

modes in the latter.

We also observe that the KK fermion contributions to the EW vertex corrections

scale in a different way with the 5d Yukawa couplings compared to the KK-gauge

contributions. Keeping the fermion masses fixed, the latter behave as ∼ Y −1
∗ , while

the former scale linearly ∼ Y∗. We will comment on some implications of this fact

in Sec. 5. General expressions for the coefficients for the above operators from KK

fermions have been given in Refs. 5, 28, see also Ref. 29. f

A second class is given by the operator

i(ūiRγ
µdjR)(φ̃

†Dµφ) (14)

which gives rise to anomalous couplings of the RH quarks to the W boson. These

operators are generated by exchange of KK fermions as well as resonances of the

extended EW gauge group in custodial models. They are suppressed for the light

quarks due to their UV localization, but can still be important for flavor observables.

The third class is given by

|φ|2φ̃ q̄iLu
j
R , |φ|2φ q̄iLd

j
R , |φ|2φ ℓ̄iLe

j
R , (15)

fSome authors30,27 prefer not to integrate out KK fermions but instead deal with the infinite
dimensional rotation matrices that result from diagonalizing the mass matrix after EW break-
ing, i.e. solving the equations of motion in the broken phase. Both procedures must agree up to
corrections ∼ O(v4/m4

KK).
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and are generated by KK fermion exchange. They lead to flavor violating couplings

to the Higgs boson.

3.3. Dipole operators

Electroweak dipole operators

φ̃ q̄iLσ
µνujRBµν , φ q̄iLσ

µνdjRBµν , φ ℓ̄iLσ
µνejRBµν ,

φ̃ σaq̄iLσ
µνujRW

a
µν , φ σaq̄iLσ

µνdjRW
a
µν , φ σaℓ̄iLσ

µνejRW
a
µν

(16)

and QCD dipole operators

φ̃ q̄iLt
a σµνujRG

a
µν , φ q̄iLt

a σµνdjRG
a
µν , (17)

are only generated in loop diagrams and were computed e.g. in Refs. 31, 32.

4. Bounds from the quark sector

4.1. Bounds from CP violating ∆F = 2 observables

By far the most stringent bounds arise from mixing in the neutral Kaon sector, in

particular from ǫK . 6,7,33,18,10,11,34,35,27,5 In RS models, there are contributions

from KK gluons to the Wilson coefficients Csd
i of the weak Hamiltonian. The largest

impact on ǫK then comes from Csd
4 , see for instance Ref. 36. In the non-custodial

model, distributions for the allowed values of KK gluon masses were computed in

Refs 5, 27. The 10, 20 and 50 percentiles are given by5

m10%
KK = 6.5 TeV m20%

KK = 9.7 TeV m50%
KK = 19 TeV (18)

The bounds apply to a maximally delocalized bulk Higgs field (a = 2) and the

scan used flat priors for the 5d Yukawa couplings with |Ŷij | < 4. A KK gluon of 3

TeV is compatible with the bounds from ǫK in roughly 2.5% of the points of the

scan, indicating that a fine-tuning of a few percent is needed in such models. Since

the EW sector KK resonances do not contribute to Csd
4 and only give subleading

contributions to Csd
1 , C̃sd

1 and Csd
5 , the above bounds apply equally well to custodial

models and hence can be considered fairly model independent. One should note

however that in non-custodial models one needs to suppress too large deviations in

the Zbb coupling. Moreover, the latter constraints prefer actually small Ŷ d, as there

are contributions coming from the KK modes of the RH bottom quark.

Comparing the above limits with other references, one obtains roughly the same

picture. For instance, Ref. 27 analyses the case of a brane Higgs with Ŷ < 3 and

obtains the 10, 20 and 30 percentiles as g

m10%
KK = 8.6 TeV m20%

KK = 12.5 TeV m30%
KK = 20 TeV (19)

gFor better comparison we have translated here the definition mKK ≡ k̃ of Ref. 27 into ours
mKK ≡ 2.4k̃.
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We will see that other constraints in the quark sector are subleading, and even

without fine tuning roughly consistent with KK gluons in the LHC range. Given

that the ǫK bounds are so severe, several approaches have been suggested in order

to alleviate this fine tuning. We summarize them here briefly.

• Alignment.10 Since the cdi
R
of the down sector are so degenerate it has been

suggested to make them exactly equal by imposing a SU(3)d symmetry,

which can considerably lower the bounds.

• IR modifications of the metric.15,5 IR modifications of the metric can

alleviate the bounds by reducing flavour violating couplings between SM

fields and KK states.

• Pseudo-axial gluons.12 Adding an axial SU(3) symmetry can help to ex-

actly cancel the leading contributions to the Wilson coefficients from KK

gluons.

• Modified matching of the strong coupling. UV brane localized, negative

gluon kinetic terms allow to reduce the SU(3) bulk gauge coupling and

hence mildly lower the bounds. 35

Further constraints arise in the up quark sector, in particular from CP violation

in DD̄ mixing.37,27 A rough estimate yields bounds on the KK gluon mass ranging

frommK = 2.5−10 TeV,37 depending on the localization of the top quark; however,

a quantitative estimate of the required fine-tuning as in the case of the KK̄ mixing

is not available. It is safe to say though that with current data these are the second

most constraining quark flavor observables in the anarchic RS model. Let us stress

that the RH up quark hierarchy Eq. (7) does not permit a simple alignment solution

as in the case of the down sector.

Finally, CP violation in B mesons is subleading.27 Let us close this section by

remarking that the phenomenology in custodially symmetric models is somewhat

different for B and D mesons, as electroweak corrections can become comparable

with KK gluon contributions.34,27

4.2. Bounds from CP conserving ∆F = 2 observables

Analogous constraints from CP conserving quantities are much weaker. Bounds

from the the ∆mK ∆mD, ∆mBd
and ∆mBs

observables have been computed in

e.g. Ref. 18 for the case of a brane Higgs field, where it was found that they do

not lead to any significant tuning for a 3 TeV KK gluon. In contrast to the K

system, custodial KK modes can compete with KK gluons for the Bs,d system.34

See Refs. 30, 34 for a more detailed discussion.

4.3. Bounds from ∆F = 1 observables.

In this section we give a brief summary of bounds resulting from ∆F = 1 transi-

tions. The bounds are in general much weaker, however, experimental sensitivity is
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expected to improve for many of these measurements in the forthcoming years, see

Ref. 38 for a recent survey of future sensitivity.

• Rare K decays. Rare decays in the Kaon sector have for instance been

considered in Refs. 39 for the custodially symmetric model with brane lo-

calized Higgs field and in Ref. 40 in a two site model approximation. Fixing

mKK = 2.45 TeV and Ŷ ≤ 3 and only considering points which satisfy the

ǫK constraints it was found that the branching fraction B(K0
L → π0νν̄) can

be enhanced by up to a factor of 5 compared to the SM, with the dominant

contribution coming from the EW vertex corrections.39 Experimental sen-

sitivity is however currently a factor of 103 above the SM prediction. The

experimental situation is a bit better for the K0
L → π0ℓ+ℓ− mode but still

an order of magnitude away from the SM value, with little enhancement in

the RS case. The decay K+ → π+νν̄ can be enhanced by up to a factor

of 2,39 which however is consistent with the current experimental error of

O(100%).

• Rare B decays. Rare decays for Bs and Bd mesons are typically small in

models with PLR parity often imposed in custodial models in order to re-

lax the bounds on Z → bb̄ decays. The same meachnism that suppresses

the LH ZbLbL coupling also efficiently suppresses the ZdiLd
j
L couplings. In

models without PLR symmetry some of the branching fractions, in partic-

ular B(Bs → µ+µ−) can be enhanced,39 though no significant amount of

fine tuning is needed for KK scales that ensure consistency with EWPT.38

• Flavor violation in right handed W couplings. Amodel independent analysis

constrains the coefficient Ctb
RR of the operator Eqn. (14) as

− 0.0014 < v2Ctb
RR < 0.005 (20)

from the b→ sγ branching ratio at 95% C.L.41 The RS prediction from in-

tegrating out KK modes of the left handed quarks is however suppressed as

CRR ∼ ǫbRǫtRm
−2
KK ∼ 10−3m−2

KK and hence the bounds are rather weak.30

Exotic light fermion partners in custodial models are expected to only cou-

ple to either down or up sector and hence do not contribute to Eqn. (14).

• Rare top decays. t→ cZ have been analyzed in Ref. 30 in the non-custodial

model with brane localized Higgs. Their scan produces branching ratios

ranging from B(t → cZ) ≈ 10−7 − 10−4 at k̃ = 1.5 TeV. CMS give a 95%

C.L. upper bound42 B(t→ qZ) < 7×10−4. Hence no significant fine tuning

is necessary to ensure the experimental bounds, even for low KK scales.

4.4. Bounds from dipole operators

Bounds from loop induced dipole operators have for instance been considered in

Refs. 7, 33, 35, 31. The very well measured b→ sγ branching ratio43

B(B → Xsγ) = (355± 24± 9)× 10−6 (21)
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allows to put bounds on the KK scale. These operators are generated in penguin

diagrams with various KK modes in the loop. A rough estimate yields35

mKK > 0.63 Y∗ TeV (22)

where mKK here refers to the Kaluza Klein fermions and Y∗ stands for the typical

average Yukawa coupling, i.e. Y∗ = 〈Ŷ d
ij〉.

Recently a more detailed analysis has been presented, 31 where also the effect

of QCD dipole operators (that mix under RG flow with the electroweak ones) are

included. For a IR scale k̃ = 1 TeV (corresponding to 2.5 TeV KK gauge bosons)

as well as Ŷ < 3, no substantial portion of the RS parameter space lies outside the

experimentally allowed region, Eqn. (21), both for the custodial and non-custodial

models. For the custodial model, only ∼15% of the parameter space were found to

be excluded. One would expect this portion to further reduce significantly for KK

scales consistent with EWPT.

5. Bounds from the lepton sector

The lepton sector has been considered e.g. in Refs. 6, 33, 44, 32, 45.

The most stringent bounds in the lepton sector arise from the µ → eγ decay

mode. Taking into account the most recent MEG bound 46

B(µ→ eγ) < 5.7× 10−13 (90% C.L.) (23)

we have rescaled results44,32 based on older data accordingly. Ref. 44 analyzes the

the non-custodial model with bulk Higgs (a = 2) and quotes the rough estimate

mKK > 17.1 (33.8)TeV (24)

for the two values Y∗ = 1 (Y∗ = 2) respectively.

The case of brane-localized Higgs field has been analyzed in Ref. 32, both for

the custodial and non-custodial models. It is found that

mKK > |αY 2
∗ + β|

1

2 52TeV (25)

where α = −0.065 (−0.15) in the noncustodial (custodial) model and β . 0.03.

Furthermore, there are bounds from the decay µ→ 3e and from µ→ e conver-

sion in nuclei. At energies below the EW scale, they can be accounted for by four-

lepton or two-lepton two-quark operators respectively. Being ∆F = 1 transitions,

they are dominated by electroweak vertex corrections, as discussed in Sec. 3.2, in

other words they are due to flavor changing Z couplings coming from the operators

OL = i(µ̄Lσ
3γµeL)(φ

†σ3←→D µφ) , O′
χ = i(µχγ

µeχ)(φ
†←→D µφ) (26)

In the model with IR brane localized Higgs field, the bounds from KK exchange of

the EW gauge sector can be roughly estimated as32

mKK > 6.0 Y
− 1

2

∗ TeV , mKK > 3.4 Y
− 1

2

∗ TeV (27)
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for the non-custodial and custodial models respectively.

The bounds from LFV observables are summarized in Table 2. Let us reiterate

that the distribution of bounds are rather broad and the quoted numbers should

be taken as indicative only. As a matter of fact, examining by eye the scans of

Ref. 44, the typical bounds seem to be stronger than the naive estimates. Bounds

on τ decays are much weaker and only give subleading bounds.44

Table 2. Summary of estimates for bounds from LFV. The µ → eγ constraints
have been updated according to the latest constraints from MEG. The two values
apply to Y∗ = 1 (Y∗ = 2). We have set the parameter β to zero.

Process Min., Bulk Higgs44 Min., Brane Higgs32 Cust., Brane Higgs32

µ → e 6.7 (4.7) TeV 6 (4.2) TeV 3.4 (2.4) TeV
µ → eγ 17.1 (33.8) TeV 13.4 (26.8) TeV 20.3 (40.6) TeV

Several authors have proposed models based on discrete47,48,49,50 or

continuous51,13 symmetries that can significantly reduce the bounds from µ→ eγ

(see also Refs. 14, 52 for some alternative proposals). It should also be noted that

the constraints from the µ→ eγ rate is somewhat more model-dependent than the

quark constraints, as it depends to some extend on the nature of neutrino masses.

Let us close this section with an observation related to the tree level mediated

processes. The conventional wisdom is that the trilepton decay and µ→ e conversion

rates scale inversely with the 5d Yukawa couplings once the physical 4d Yukawa

couplings are held fixed.44,32 h However, we also expect the exchange of the KK

fermions to be important for larger values of the Yukawa couplings, as discussed

in Sec. 3.2, a contribution that grows linearly with the 5d Yukawa couplings. We

are not aware of any analysis that takes into account this contribution. Using the

expressions of Ref. 5, and working in the non-custodial model for definiteness, we

find the KK-fermion contribution to exceed the KK-gauge contribution for Y∗ ≈ 3

(Y∗ ≈ 6) for a = ∞ (a = 2) respectively, for both the left and right handed Zµe

couplings, which, although mostly subleading, could give some effect and should

be included in numerical scans. Moreover, custodial models typically contain light

vector-like partners of the τ 53 whose exchange also contributes to the Zµe couplings

and which should give much stronger effects that could easily overwhelm the KK

gauge contributions, even for moderate Yukawa couplings.

6. Conclusions

Suppression of flavor violation in WED is very efficient for most observables in both

quark and lepton sectors. Fixing the KK masses to ∼ 5 − 6 TeV, as required by

hThis is in contrast to the loop induced µ → eγ rate, which grows with the 5d Yukawa coupling.
It has been noted that therefore there exists a tension between the tree level and loop level
observables.44,32
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EWPT in the most favourable cases, most of the anarchic parameter space of WED

(i.e., theO(1) 5d Yukawa couplings and bulk mass parameters cf that fix the fermion

masses and mixings) is compatible with almost all flavor violating observables, with

the exception of ǫK in the quark sector, as well as µ → eγ in the lepton sector.

The constraint from the former can be satisfied at the cost of a fine tuning of a

few percent, while those of the latter are more severe. This clearly points towards a

non-minimal realization of the lepton flavor sector, possibly requiring the existence

of either discrete or continuous symmetries.
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